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JUNIOR SCHOOL

MIDDLE SCHOOL

(PREP - YEAR 5)

(YEAR 6 - YEAR 9)

JUNIOR GIRLS FORMAL UNIFORM

JUNIOR BOYS FORMAL UNIFORM

Junior hat, junior dress, white and stripe ankle dress Junior hat, junior sky blue shirt with gold trim, navy
socks, formal black lace up school shoes.
dress shorts, black leather belt with silver buckle,
navy and stripe knee-high socks, formal black lace
up school shoes.

PREP AND YEAR 1 EXCEPTIONS

JUNIOR SPORT UNIFORM

HOUSE UNIFORM

Boys navy formal shorts are
elasticised and no belt is required.
Formal and sports shoes may have
velcro in lieu of laces.

Unisex sport polo, sport shorts Year 4 and 5 also wear sport house
(boys and optional girls Years 4 & uniform: reversible bucket hat and
5), junior skort (girls), white and house polo shirt.
stripe ankle sport socks, approved
lace up sport shoes.

MIDDLE GIRLS FORMAL UNIFORM

MIDDLE BOYS FORMAL UNIFORM

White poly braid hat, middle tie-bow (worn all year),
middle blue blouse with navy trim, formal striped
skirt, white and stripe ankle dress socks, formal
black lace up school shoes.

Akubra felt hat, middle blue shirt with navy trim, navy
dress shorts (or optional trousers), black leather belt
with silver buckle, navy and stripe knee-high socks,
formal black lace up school shoes. Middle school tie
worn in Term 2 and 3 and for designated events.

MIDDLE SPORT UNIFORM

Reversible sport bucket hat, sport polo, sport shorts (unisex), white and stripe ankle sport socks, approved
lace up sport shoes. Optional middle/senior sport skirt also available for girls.
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OPTIONAL WINTER UNIFORM

SENIOR SCHOOL
(YEAR 10 - YEAR 12)

All-purpose knitted dress jumper with gold stripe The plain Gabero jacket may be worn with both formal
may be worn with both formal and sport uniform and sport uniform in Prep - 9 only. It may not be worn
(Prep - 12).
in Senior School.

SENIOR GIRLS FORMAL UNIFORM

SENIOR BOYS FORMAL UNIFORM

White poly braid hat, senior tie-bow (worn all year),
senior white blouse with navy trim, formal striped
skirt, white and stripe ankle dress socks, formal black
lace up school shoes. Senior blazer compulsory in
Term 2 and 3, and for designated events.

Akubra felt hat, senior white shirt with navy trim,
navy dress shorts or trousers (Term 1 & 4), black
leather belt with silver buckle, navy and stripe kneehigh socks with shorts, or navy business socks with
trousers, formal black lace up school shoes. Senior
tie, trousers and blazer compulsory in Term 2 and 3,
and for designated events.

JUNIOR FLEECY TRACKSUIT

MIDDLE/SENIOR
MICROFIBRE TRACKSUIT

SENIOR JERSEY
- YEAR 12 ONLY

Sporting tracksuits may only be worn with the sport uniform.
OTHER WINTER UNIFORM OPTIONS

Trousers (boys), navy or beige stockings (girls), College scarf, navy or black gloves. All these items are
available at the Uniform Shop.

SPORTING HOUSE UNIFORM

SENIOR SPORT UNIFORM

Senior sport cap or reversible bucket hat, sport polo,
sport shorts (unisex), white and stripe ankle sport
socks, approved lace up sport shoes.
Optional middle/senior sport skirt also available
for girls.

SENIOR BLAZER

Coloured sporting house polo replaces navy sport polo for sport carnivals and other designated events.
Sport house uniform is applicable for Years 4 - 12 only.
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HATS

BAGS
Only Redlands College bags from the uniform shop are permitted.

JUNIOR

MIDDLE AND SENIOR

MIDDLE AND SENIOR

Navy cotton multipurpose hat worn Female white poly braid hat worn Male Akubra grey felt hat worn with
with both formal and sport uniform with formal uniform
formal uniform

YEARS 4 - 12

BACKPACK PREP - 12

TROLLEY BAG PREP - 5

LIBRARY BAG PREP - 5

SPORT BAG YEAR 1 - 12

HOME READER/
MATHS BAG PREP - 6

BOOK SATCHEL (OPTIONAL)

SENIOR SPORT CAP

Unisex reversible sport bucket hat worn with the Optional sport cap worn with sport uniform for Years
sport uniform
10 to 12 only.

SHOES
Plain black, lace up, polished leather formal
conservative style school shoes with standard heels.
Jogger style black shoes are not permitted.

CHAIR BAG YEAR 4 - 5

Sport shoes must provide good support to the foot and have laces and non-marking soles. Canvas shoes are
not acceptable. Prep and Year 1 students are permitted to wear shoes with velcro fasteners in lieu of laces.

HAIR

Examples only

Mary-jane style shoes are not permitted

Hair must be immaculate for all students. Girls must have their hair away from the face and tied up with a
College ribbon or scrunchie, while boys must have a college cut (short back and sides).
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UNIFORM COMPLIANCE
The public image of the College depends to some extent upon the appearance of our students. All students
are required to adhere to the College dress code not only while at school but on the way to and from school
and at any time the uniform is worn.
When students wear the uniform correctly, they present a favourable image to the public; the tone of the
College is maintained at a high level, students develop a high self-esteem and pride in their College and a
high standard of College spirit is maintained.
To ensure compliance with College uniform policy, please refer to redlands.qld.edu.au/our-community/forparents/policies-and-forms/ for both the Student Uniform procedure, and Junior, Middle and Senior School
handbooks.

FURTHER UNIFORM INFORMATION
Uniform price lists, recommended order quantities and instructions for how to place an online order are
available on the College website at:
redlands.qld.edu.au/our-community/for-parents/uniforms/
The College does not have a second hand uniform facility. There is a parent run Facebook page to connect
families wishing to buy or sell good quality second hand uniforms, and there is no official governance. The
link is facebook.com/groups/357748487982109 or you can search “Redlands College Second Hand Uniform
Community”. The page is a closed group which is administered by volunteer parents, so please be patient as
requests for joining the group are processed. There is also a privately run second hand uniform business at
Thornlands called 2nd Go Uniforms. More information is available at 2ndgouniforms.com.au.
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